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Certifications
UL (n. E167473)
300 V - 12 A for 5 mm pitch
600 V - 12 A for 10 mm pitch
Data according to
IEC EN61984
300 V - 11 A - 2.5 mm2 - T110 - 4kV - III/2 for 5 mm pitch
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2
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Application values for end-use equipment have to be in accordance to norms and applicable to it.
The certifications of some product’s versions could be pending, for more detailed and updated data
please refer to our web site www.sauro.net or your representative Sales Manager
Please see "CONNECTORS COMBINATIONS"
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Straight, side stackable male
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CSMD__0A2-0N - 2 ÷ 4 poles, 10 mm / .394” pitch
* 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10
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